THREE REASONS YOUR RETIREMENT INCOME DOESNT
GROW: WHAT WALL STREET DOESNT WANT YOU TO KNOW
about retirement income planning, or retirement income redesigned
What the government and Wall Street
would like to keep a secret. As life deals us
our hands, life has a way of pushing us in
different directions that we otherwise
would not or dont want to go. Life nudged
the author. Through this forced direction
that the author did not choose, he stumbled
upon, then started uncovering, discovering
and ultimately exposing major factors that
the government and Wall Street would
rather be kept secret. Unlike other books
that were published this year by financial
pundits, this book uncovers what happened
before, after and is continuing on Wall
Street. As a result of all the research, the
author has discovered what the government
is proposing to do with your retirement
accounts. The government is not going to
give you a choice in the matter. The Author
shows how you can avoid what the U.S.
government has slyly proposed to do. Five
foreign governments have commandeered
their citizens retirement funds and the U.S.
government has a similar proposal, if you
act fast your hard earned retirement funds
will not disappear as social security did...
The Author is not a CFP or a CPA, and
does not have the alphabet soup behind his
name so that the rest of the industry and
professionals (that have it all wrong) will
accept his authority. To the contrary, his
approach is from the laymans point of
view, and he is not influenced by biases of
the financial wizards of OZ. For that reason
the authors research has uncovered far
more than can be put in this book. The
book tells you exactly how to dodge
confiscation of your retirement funds and
best preserve your retirement income. The
book shows you how you can plan your
retirement income, or redesign your
retirement income so you will feel safe,
secure, without risk in the market, and have
an income you wont out live. The Industry
incumbents and so called experts are going
to say many things to attack the author to
discredit
him.
Like
irresponsible,
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inexperienced, isnt licensed, and many
more. What you wont hear them say is why
what he uncovers wont work. The reason is
because its pretty hard to attack the truth
without looking like a fool. So its much
easier to attack the messenger. Just
remember, its all about you and your
retirement (money), its not about some
alphabet soup XYZ,CPA or any other
financial planner wants for you so they can
make their retirement off of you. You have
choices that they dont want you to know
about, and their reasoning always equates
to how much money they can make off
you. In this case none. You cant Afford
not to buy this book!
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